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Autumn bounty - March/April/May
Autumn fruits apples, blackberries, cumquats,figs, feijoas, grapes,
honeydew, limes, mandarins, valencia oranges,
passionfruits, pears, persimmon, plums,
pomegranates, quinces, raspberries, rhubarb,
rockmelons, strawberries, watermelons.
Autumn vegetables asian greens, beetroot, broccoli, brussels sprouts,
cabbage, capsicums, carrots, celeriac, celery,
cauliflower, eggplant, jerusalem artichoke, kale,
kohlrabi, leeks, onions, parsnip, peas, potato,
pumpkin, shallots, silverbeet, spinach, swede, sweet
corn, turnip, chicory, zucchini.
Nuts chestnuts, pistachios

And what to do with these autumn offerings?
While the weather is still warm in the beginning of
autumn, fresh foods served simply, like BBQs,
salads and shared platters and outdoor
eating remain at the top of the family meal list.
As the weather cools down, consider preserving
some of the warmer weather's fruits and veg for
the coming winter. Getting chilly? Start ramping up
the roast and soup rotations to help meet the
family's 2 & 5 goals for fruit and veg. Leftovers are
great for lunchboxes too!
BLOOM TIP! Providing both new and familiar
options of fruits and vegetables in a buffet or
family style offering encourages children to try
new foods.
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Pizza is a perennial family favourite, and for good reason - it's
delicious! Home made varieties can be so much more
wholesome, and more affordable, meaning that it can feature
regularly on a healthy family meal rotation.
With fussy eaters in the household, it can seem difficult to
branch out of the plain cheese, or hawaiian pizza rut. But if
you can give it a go, it's worth it! Pizza night is a great way to
encourage extra fruit and veg making their way into kids
meals.
Here are some bloom family eating tips to help you break free
and broaden your little ones pizza horizons, while improving
their nutrition. Add to that we've shared a few Bloom family
favourite pizza toppings to get you started.
Beautiful bases
Give making your own bases a go, based on grain flours, or
one of the many new vegetable based recipes online.
Or try healthier premade varieties - like thinner
crusts, wholemeal bases, or even pita breads.
Terrific toppings
Sharing a family favourite topping on a large pizza can be so
much fun, but if you've got fussier members of the family,
using individually portioned pizza bases allows each family
member to experiment with different toppings.
Base sauces can include traditional tomato, herb pestos,
olive oil, or other family favourite sauces.
Try to have lots of fruit, herb and vegetable options
available, as well as lean proteins and cheese. Get kids to
make their own - choosing a base sauce, an item or more of
fruit or vegetable, plus one protein and some cheese.
Offer a few extra options of fruit and vegetables - salad, fruit
salad, cooked veggies - on the side to help get the meal
balance right. Aim for a third to half of your meal to come
from fruit and vegetables.
Bloom loves
Wholemeal pizza bases topped with basil and almond pesto,
jamon, figs, bocconcini, baked then topped with rocket and
a squeeze of fresh lemon juice,
or
Homemade pizza dough topped with olive oil, thinly sliced
potato, kale leaves, red onion and chill flakes
YUM!
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Finding your exercise mojo...
for mums
We asked Tanya Lewis from Life
Personal Trainers for her top
tips to help mums (and dads!)
get in the exercise groove, and
keep it up.
The school routine is well and
truly in full swing and you
suddenly remember your January
resolution of exercising more but
need a bit of a kick in the butt!
Here are my top tips for getting
or keeping the exercise mojo and
making it just like brushing your
teeth...
Turn off Instagram before and
afters and find a deeper reason
to move. Exercising for weight
loss is like a punishment, versus
exercising for nourishment,
headspace, health or just those
sweaty endorphins is more like a
reward. When exercise is tied to
looking a certain way, the desired
outcomes aren’t evident
immediately (possibly never
unless you have supermodel
genes) and that feel good post

work out buzz can be dampened by a
lack of tangible visual results.
However, if you truly think of
exercise as something good you can
do for yourself then you can be
guaranteed results every session.
Even metabolic benefits exist
immediately so remember the next
workout is just like a good drug for
the bones, heart and head.
I find it really helpful to have 1-2
solid anchor sessions locked away in
the diary each week just like any
other appointment. Then any other
home workouts, active transport or
fun family walks can fit in during the
week and be more of a bonus, but I
don’t wind up with weeks of nothing.
It is enough to keep fit, strong and
some kind of base. These sessions
tend to work best if they are
scheduled with another person or
have some other form of
accountability. For example, I train
together with other mums which
keeps me turning up each week and
another session with my PT to really
get good use of time and greater
challenge than I would on my own.

Years ago I probably would not
have considered getting gym gear
on for anything less than
45minutes, fast forward 8 years
and 4 kids and I appreciate the
benefits of even a 15 minute
workout. This decreases the
obstacle of finding a big chunk of
time and makes exercise less
overwhelming and more doable.
Just get started, live in lycra and
squeeze that squat, burpee
combo in when you can!
Don’t forget to consult health
care professionals if you are new
to exercise or have any concerns.
Remember it is just like brushing
your teeth, you may be tired and
not feel like doing it at the time
but you do it, it’s autopilot, you
know it’s good for you and never
wish you didn’t.

tanya

Tanya is a director at life
personal trainers,
dietitian & mum of 4
find her at
@lifepersonaltrainers
& www.lifept.com.au

Persistence.
The key to combat fussy little eaters?

@bloom

I've had lots of people say to me, "You're lucky your kids are good eaters. It must be easy because
you are a dietitian". Thankfully, my kids do love to eat - now. And I genuinely feel more happy and
relaxed at family meal times now with 4 kids at the table than ever before. But I will be honest - it's
still not "perfect" (is there even such a thing?), and it was a long road to get to where we are.
We haven't exactly had things easy in the feeding department. All 4 of my kids have had food
allergies - 2 still see the Allergist regularly. One had the most sensitive gag reflex as toddler, she
would eat an entire meal, vomit then immediately ask to be fed again. And one had a horrible run
with enormous tonsils and adenoids, having multiple infections, speech difficulties and feeding
aversions before needing speech therapy and surgery. All of these are minor issues in comparison
to the complexities faced by many other families - but they were enough to add stress to an already
gorgeously chaotic family life.
So while I haven't had the easiest run with feeders, I do feel incredibly blessed that our issues were
small, that my training allowed me to see what was happening, and that I had the knowledge to
know where to get help, and what to do at home.
But as I said, it was a long road to get here, particularly with Mr Tonsils. In all honesty, how we
ended up here was not through luck, or my profession, but through sheer persistence.
There were so many times when I wanted to just give him pasta, again, while we ate something else.
Times when I picked up food from all over the floor, screaming on the inside, but calmly outwardly
saying "Food stays on the table". Countless times when I lamented the huge waste of food as I
throw the veggies in the bin, again. But it was the persistence with offering, encouraging and role
modelling that led to where we are today.
Recently, he, the fussiest of my four, finally bit into a cherry tomato (albeit in a effort to squirt his
sisters with the insides - but thats how we encouraged him to put it in his mouth) and said "I tasted
the juice!". A few months ago he would've pouted "I don't eat tomatoes, take it off my plate!!!".
He also ate black charcoal noodles - "Mum, black is my favourite colour"- when they arrived
unexpectedly in his beloved ramen noodle soup at a new restaurant. He randomly picked up the
broccoli I was preparing for his sisters' school lunch boxes and said "Mum, I eat this now, I'm
strong". He then proceeded to pop it in his mouth and walk away - the rest of us stunned into jaw
dropping silence. He picked up chicken breast of the plate and ate it without a word, after months
of not eating it. He drank a green smoothie and called it "hulk juice", flexing his biceps as he drank.
So, you can safely say we had an amazing week at the dining table that week (cue champagne!),
which reminded me that all that persistence with our feeding plan was worth it. We were winning.
I know I'm not alone in this sort of feeding experience. I've met so many parents over the years who
have faced the same thing. The ongoing trials, but then finally the successes.
This year Julia and I will be putting together a package to help families with their in home feeding
issues; so watch this space. We will share the training and experience we've had as Paediatric
Dietitians, and the trial by fire we've had as parents. We're aiming to provide families with
scientifically sound, but genuinely practical advice. It works if you work it. We've got proof!
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Bloom Family Recipe Collab
Emma is a busy Adelaide based Mum of 3 energetic boys.

Chicken Fajitas

When she's not busy helping with the business end of locally
produced Fete Magazine, or cleaning up Lego, you can find
her whipping up mouth watering delights in the kitchen.

600g chicken thigh fillets, cut into strips
1 red onion sliced
1 red capsicum sliced
1 tsp each of ground cumin, coriander and smoked
paprika

If you haven't seen her instagram account @whatemmacooks
then you're in for a treat.
Not only are her photos visually stunning but she shares
everything from creative family meals through to tempting
treats.
Thank you Emma for sharing one of your family favourites
with us!

Toss above in a bowl and fry in batches in some extra
virgin olive oil until cooked.
Serve with warmed tortillas, corn, avocado, coriander
and sour cream.
Sides of shredded cucumber and carrot work well as
accompaniments.

@bloom

How Much
Sugar Does a
Dietitian's
Child Actually
Eat
in One Day?
Sugar. There’s been an explosion of interest over the past few years, but how many people
actually know why we should be limiting it, and how much exactly should we be limiting our
children to?
When I ask most parents why they believe we should avoid sugar I usually get answers such as
“It’s bad for you” or “It causes Type 2 diabetes”, neither of which are really correct. With so much
hype and hysteria over sugar, the real evidence and concern with it’s intake has been lost, such
that people now think it’s mere consumption is going to do them harm.
Back in 2015 the World Health Organisation (WHO) released their Guideline: Sugars Intake for
Adults and Children. You can read the full document here:
http://www.who.int/nutrition/publications/guidelines/sugars_intake/en/
This guideline specifically looks at what we call “free sugars” in our diet. That’s sugars
(monosaccharides and disaccharides - e.g. glucose syrup, white sugar, brown sugar, rice malt
syrup etc..) added to foods and beverages by the manufacturer, cook or consumer, and sugars
naturally present in honey, syrups, fruit juices and fruit juice concentrates” (WHO, 2015).
This guideline reviewed all the current evidence (at the time of publication) as to why we should
be avoiding sugar and went on to make recommendations as to how much sugar adults and
children should be limiting ourselves to.
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You may be surprised to learn that the evidence for avoiding (or rather limiting) sugar
relates primarily to obesity and dental caries. Sugar is often cited as a cause or risk
factor for developing a wide range of diseases ranging from Type 2 diabetes, heart
disease and cancer. However the fact of the matter is that that evidence simply
doesn’t exist (yet). What we do know is that overweight and obesity are independent
risk factors for chronic or non communicable diseases such as Type 2 diabetes, heart
disease and some types of cancer. Going back to the WHO guideline, they found a
MODERATE level of evidence that lower intakes of free sugars was associated with
lower body weights in both adults and children. Please note that this does not mean
that sugar causes you to become overweight or obese either. It simply means that
people who consumed a diet higher in sugar, were more likely to have a higher body
weight. The development of overweight and obesity is a complex issue and trying to
narrow it’s cause down to one single nutrient is misguided, but that’s a discussion for
another day.
The WHO guideline specifically recommends trying to reduce the intake of free sugars
to 10% or less of your total daily energy intake (this is for both adults and children).
There is a further recommendation to reduce it to 5% of total daily energy intake,
however, the evidence for this recommendation was stated as WEAK, so for the
purposes of this article, we will stick with 10%. I’ve represented this below as the
number of teaspoons of sugar an “average” sized child with a light activity level, would
need to limit their intake to each day.

So I wondered how I was fairing with my own children in relation to this guideline? I
have always been well aware of which foods contain added sugars and done my best
to limit their intake. I’m no sugar nazi though, and my personal opinion is that if sugar
is packaged up in a food that also contains many nutrients that are beneficial, then I’m
fairly happy to include that food in our diet. We certainly limit our intake of foods that
are high in sugar but offer little other nutritional benefit (think lollies, cakes, biscuits
etc..). That said, we still enjoy a slice of home made cake, ice cream and chocolate in
moderation. But day to day with my children’s typical diet, how was I really doing?
Was I anywhere near the guideline, or had I totally blown it without even realising? I
have to admit I was a bit nervous to take a closer look. Maybe I wasn’t doing as well
as I thought I was?
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I present to you my 4 yr old’s intake on a typical kindy day. All of the free sugars he
consumed are listed in bold.
Breakfast: Rolled oats and 1 tsp of honey with reduced fat milk and a glass of
unsweetened orange juice

FREE SUGAR: 4 teaspoons

Lunch box: coco cranberry bliss ball, apple + carrot muffin, wrap with roast chicken,
carrots, cucumber, rockmelon, plain milk and an apple (to be shared at fruit time)
FREE SUGAR: 2.5 teaspoons

After kindy snack: Strawberry smoothie (frozen strawberries, strawberry yoghurt, water),
he also then asked for another coco cranberry bliss ball
FREE SUGAR: less than 1.5 teaspoon
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Dinner:
Spaghetti Bolognese, bread and olive oil spread and a fruit platter (he only ate the
watermelon)
FREE SUGAR: none
Total free sugars: just under 8 teaspoons
Well I have to say I was pretty relieved to see that I’d just made it under the 10% guideline,
but I certainly hadn’t made it any lower! I’d also have to admit they we certainly do have “blow
out” days from time to time where my child’s sugar intake would be much higher. For example
earlier this week I treated the family to a homemade dessert of chocolate self saucing
pudding which I served with 1 scoop of ice cream. A dessert like this would have around 3
teaspoons of sugar in it.
I have to say on the whole I feel pretty happy that I’ve got my child’s typical diet fairly much
where I want it to be. Sure, I could improve a little by not offering orange juice at breakfast,
but he enjoys this and the vitamin C also helps him absorb the iron from his oats (a serve of
whole fruit would offer the same benefit).
Calculating your child’s sugar intake is tricky business. It was difficult for me and I’m a
dietitian! That’s primarily because our food labels don’t currently require manufacturers to
separately list added or free sugars independent of any naturally occurring sugars. So at
home, rather than focus on how much sugar your child is currently consuming I’d focus on
just minimising free sugars where you can.
If you want to try and reduce your child’s sugar intake my top tips would be:
1. Watch your child’s intake of sweetened beverages, don’t offer soft drinks or cordials, keep
juice to no more than 1/2 a cup per day (unsweetened at that), alternate offering sweetened
milk drinks with plain milk or sweeten with fruit (smoothie style)
2. Reduce your intake of processed/packaged snacks - most store bought snacks have a
surprising amount of sugar added. Better to make your own and experiment with reducing the
sugar content of some of your go to recipes
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3. Avoid sugary breakfast cereals and opt for wholegrain “plain” varieties, rolled oats, weetbix
and shredded wheat biscuits are go to’s in our house.
4. Keep occasional food as just that, occasional
5. Read labels on the food you buy. Ingredients have to be listed from most to least, if sugar
is high up on the list you probably want to avoid it.
On that note, maple syrup, honey, rice malt syrup, glucose syrup, coconut sugar and
rapadura sugar are all sugar. Yes some contain more glucose and others more fructose (or
other mono or disaccharides), but they ALL need to be counted as sugar. You may have
noticed a surge in popularity of so called natural or less refined sweeteners in the
community. I see many recipes labeled as either “sugar free” or “refined sugar free” only to
see they contain a LOT of honey or maple syrup. Whilst it’s true that many of these “natural”
sweeteners do contain other nutrients (for example 100ml of maple syrup contains 89mg of
calcium and 1.6 mg of iron amongst other things) whereas white refined sugar offers nothing
beyond its carbohydrate content. The point I’d make, though, is that if we are actively
working on trying to reduce our intake of sugars, I wouldn’t be focussing on these products
for adding extra nutrients into my diet. They are also very expensive. Whilst I do personally
use some of these “natural” sweeteners, I do so more out of taste than for any nutritional
benefits they confer. That said, it you can afford it, there’s no harm using honey or maple
syrup as your sweetener of choice at home.
How do you think you’re fairing with your child’s sugar intake?
Julia @ Bloom x

SO, YOU

Head over to
www.bloomnutritionstudio.com.au
and check out our blog
or @bloomnutritionstudio
on Facebook and Instagram
x Bloom
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